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Uniqueness	of	MMS	magnetotail	data	

•  Observations	required	to	establish	the	physics	basis	of	
energetic	particle	acceleration	during	magnetic	reconnection		
–  Simultaneous	measurement	of	electron	and	ion	spectra	
–  Measurement	of	the	local	magnetic	geometry,	including	the	

reconnecting	magnetic	field	and	the	strength	of	the	guide	field	
–  Measurement	of	the	local	Alfven	speed	to	evaluate	the	intrinsic	

reconnection	energy	scale	W0	=	miCAr2	

–  Direct	evaluation	of	particle	acceleration	mechanisms	

•  The	magnetotail	is	the	only	reconnection	environment	where	
such	measurement	are	possible	and	particle	acceleration	is	
robust	



Diagnosing	energetic	particles	in	impulsive	
flares:	the	challenges	

•  Remote	sensing	is	used	to	explore	electron	and	ion	acceleration	in	flares	
–  EUV,	x-ray,	gamma-ray	and	gyrosynchrotron	emission	

•  Energetic	ion	measurements	limited	to	energies	above	an	MeV	
–  No	direct	measurement	of	ion	energies	down	to	10’s	of	keV	where	the	ion	powerlaw	

spectra	are	expected	to	start	and	which	dominate	the		total		energy	
–  PSP	and	SO	may	be	able	to	measure	these	low	energies	

•  Magnetic	geometry	of	flares	is	challenging	to	determine		
•  Intrinsic	reconnection	energy	scale	W0	=	miCAr2	challenging	to	evaluate	

RHESSI	July	23	γ-ray	flare  	



MMS	energetic	particle	measurements	
•  MMS	July	26,	2017,	magnetotail	reconnection	event	(Ergun+	2018,	

2020)	
–  Ions	and	electrons	with	energies	above	100keV	
–  	Intrinsic	energy	scale	W0	=	miCAr2	~	24keV	

Figure 1. Strong turbulence in the Earthʼs magnetotail. (a) Omnidirectional ion flux (intensity) as a function of energy (vertical axis) and time (horizontal axis). The
energy range is from 60 to 600 keV. Data from all four MMS spacecraft are combined to form this plot. (b) Omnidirectional ion differential energy flux as a function
of energy and time. The energy range is from 10 eV to 25 keV. (c) Omnidirectional electron flux as a function of energy and time. The energy range is from 50 to
500 keV. (d) Omnidirectional electron differential energy flux as a function of energy and time. The energy range is from 10 eV to 25 keV. (e) B in GSE coordinates.
The color code is to the right of the box. (f) E in GSE coordinates. (g) Vion in GSE coordinates. (h) Electron density. (i) Interpretation of turbulent region 1. Magnetic
reconnection (and the accompanying turbulent region) is observed to retreat tailward at 100–200 km s−1 (Ergun et al. 2018). (j) Relative positions of the MMS
satellite, position of MMS1, and separation distances. At the bottom right is a table of the average values of the plasma parameters.
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Characteristic	electron	and	ion	spectra	

•  Both	electrons	and	protons	exhibit	well-defined	powerlaw	
spectra	as	well	as	hot	thermal	components	
–  Hot	thermal	component	a	fraction	of	W0	

–  Powerlaw	spectra	extend	down	to	just	above	W0	

While the features in events 8 and 9 are observed in many
events, the electron distributions during some acceleration
events can be substantially different. Figure 5 displays
three more acceleration events that are late in the large-scale
turbulent region. At that time, the electron temperatures
are higher than early in the event, and the energetic electrons
are more continuously observed (Figure 1).

The format of Figure 5 is nearly identical to that of Figure 4,
so our description of the plots is brief. The three events are
marked with dark green bars and labeled at the top of the plot.
The black line, ∣ ∣B , in Figure 5(c) is slightly below its
maximum during event 37, shows a magnetic depletion during
event 38, and is near its maximum value (but varying) during
event 39. Throughout the interval in Figure 5, E (Figure 5(d))
is fluctuating with peaks of tens of mVm−1, and ·J E
(Figure 5(e)) is mostly positive, averaging ∼25 keV s−1 per
particle pair. Interestingly, the parallel contribution of ·J E is
strong at the beginning of event 37.

The energetic electrons in event 37 (Figures 5(f)–(h)) appear
as a beam near 180° pitch angle, which is traveling earthward,
since Bx (Figure 5(c)) is negative at that time. Since the
turbulent region is mostly tailward of MMS (see Figure 1), the
beam is emerging from the turbulent region. The 1 to
∼100 keV fluxes shown in Figure 5(i) (averaged over all
angles) are nearly Maxwellian with Te∼8 keV. The energetic

tail has a power-law index of roughly −4. Oddly, the low-
energy electrons indicate that TeP∼Te⊥, even though the
energetic electrons are mainly parallel to B. Importantly,
the 145 keV electrons in event 37 (Figure 5(h)) arrive before
the 70 keV electrons (Figure 5(f)). If from the same source, the
∼1 s delay indicates the source is roughly 10 RE from
the observing point; 10 RE is within the large-scale turbulent
region. Such dispersion, while interesting, is rarely seen in the
identified events.
The energetic electrons (Figures 5(f)–(h)) in event 38 appear

to be trapped, as in event 9. Unlike event 9, the 1 to ∼100 keV
fluxes are nearly Maxwellian with Te∼7.4 keV, TeP∼Te⊥,
and the energetic tail has a power-law index of approximately
−4. The energetic electrons (Figures 5(f)–(h)) in event 39 have
a slightly enhanced trapped population but are otherwise more
isotropic in pitch angle. The fluxes in event 39 (Figure 5(l)) do
not appear to be Maxwellian. Rather, they have a shoulder at
∼15 keV.
Even though there are variations, several patterns emerge

when all 42 acceleration events are examined. (1) A majority
(∼85%) of the acceleration events are seen inside of a magnetic
depletion. (2) The fluctuations in E have amplitudes that
exceed tens of mVm−1 in all of the events. (3) In all but one of
the events, ·J E is net positive. In all but five of the events
(88%), ·J E noticeably increased (by a factor of 3, on average)

Figure 5. Electron acceleration events 37, 38, and 39. (a) Electron flux in the energy range from 50 to 500 keV. (b) Electron differential energy flux in the energy
range from 10 eV to 25 keV. (c) B at 8192 samples s−1. (d) E at 8192 samples s−1. (e) ·J E. (f) Electron flux as a function of pitch angle and time for electrons of
energies between ∼62 and ∼77 keV. The black lines represent trapping boundaries. (g) Electron flux as a function of pitch angle and time for electrons of energies
between ∼94 and ∼117 keV. (h) Electron flux as a function of pitch angle and time for electrons of energies between ∼130 and ∼160 keV. (i) Electron flux during
event 37. The time is marked on the plot. (j) 2D electron distribution during event 37. (k) Electron flux during event 38. (l) Electron flux during event 39.
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over the average of ·J E in the large-scale turbulent region.
The perpendicular contribution of ·J E dominates over the
parallel contribution. (4) In the majority of the events, the
highest-energy electrons (>70 keV) have enhanced perpend-
icular fluxes that appear to be trapped. (5) To the contrary, the
thermal core of the electrons most often has TeP�Te⊥. (6) In
many of the events, a non-Maxwellian shoulder is seen in the
10–20 keV energy range. (7) The acceleration events with
trapped electrons (and some with beam-like energetic elec-
trons) rarely show observable dispersion (delays in the arrival
time of the lower-energy electrons).

Given that the selection algorithm of the 42 acceleration
events is based solely on energetic electron fluxes, one can
come to several solid conclusions. (1) The energetic electrons
are locally heated and accelerated inside of the large-scale
turbulence. (2) Trapping by magnetic holes or depletions in ∣ ∣B
appears to play a strong role in the acceleration of the high-
energy (nonthermal) electrons. (3) The strong fluctuations of E
embedded in the turbulence appear to transfer magnetic energy
to the particles through the perpendicular contribution of ·J E.

2.4. Observations of Ion Heating and Acceleration

Ions appear to absorb the majority of the electromagnetic
energy that is transferred to the particles through ·J E. As a
result, the ion temperatures (Ti) reach, on average, approximately
20 keV (second moment of the full distribution), which is
significantly higher than Te. Ion energization also appears to have
variation (Figure 1). Flux enhancements are of the order of ∼10 s
and appear to endure longer than the electron flux enhancements.
At high resolution, ion and electron flux enhancements are not
always concurrent. Figure 1 shows a clear correlation between
ion energization and turbulence on large scales.

As pointed out in earlier studies (Speiser 1965), ions in a
reversing magnetic field such as Earthʼs magnetotail can flow in
the Y-direction (out of plane in Figure 2) with quasi-adiabatic
and/or chaotic orbits. These ions carry current and can gain
energy due to the out-of-plane electric field, Ey. Finite Bz limits
the energy gain of an individual ion. While there is no doubt
significant ion energization due to this process, our investigation

aims to understand the enhancement of energetic ion fluxes
coincident with E and B turbulence.
Figure 6 displays ion intensity plots for one interval outside of

the turbulent region and three intervals of enhanced ion fluxes
inside of turbulent region 1 (Figure 1). We begin with a 1 minute
interval outside of the turbulent region (Figure 6(a)). Ion intensity
plots are compiled over intervals of tens of seconds to improve
statistical accuracy and, for the EPD, angular coverage.
Figure 6(a) shows the ion intensity in an interval between
turbulent regions 1 and 2. As earlier, the blue squares are from the
FPI, and the red circles are from the EPD. The specific EPDs used
for Figure 6 do not discriminate the mass (species) of ions (Blake
et al. 2016). The black lines are a Maxwellian fit to the thermal
core and a power-law fit to the higher-energy tail. Ion count rates
below ∼5 keV (yellow squares) are very low and may be
contaminated by energetic electrons that penetrate the analyzer, so
these fluxes are not included in determining the core value of Ti.
The thermal core appears Maxwellian with Ti∼5.7 keV.
Figure 6(a) indicates a low-intensity tail with a power-law

index of approximately –3.7 for energies between 80 and
200 keV, which is likely from ions escaping the nearby
turbulent regions. To properly interpret the high-energy ions in
Figure 6, one must consider ion mass. When time-averaged
over long periods (many minutes), mass-resolved observations
(Cohen et al. 2017) indicate that ion fluxes with energies below
∼200 keV are predominantly protons; little proton flux is seen
above ∼300 keV in this event. The highest-energy ions are
He++ and O6+ from the solar wind, which can penetrate into
the magnetotail gaining energies of roughly ·òE lq d (q is
charge and dl is the path in the magnetotail; see Cohen et al.
2017). At energies greater than ∼200 keV, heavy solar wind
ion fluxes can exceed proton fluxes, so fluxes with energies
above 200 keV are not used in our fits.
Figure 6(b) displays the ion intensity during a 30 s energetic

ion flux enhancement from 07:25:50 to 07:26:20 UT, which is
early in turbulent region 1. At the same time, there was a long-
duration (∼30 s) and possibly large-scale depression in ∣ ∣B , so ion
trapping is possible. Pitch angle distributions of energetic ions
cannot be accurately derived from the available data, so trapping
cannot be verified. During this period, there is an increase in the
perpendicular contribution of ·J E but no electron acceleration

Figure 6. Ion fluxes. (a) Ion fluxes between turbulent regions 1 and 2. The blue squares are from the FPI, and the red circles are from the EPD instrument. The yellow
squares indicate possible contamination from energetic electrons. The black lines are a Maxwellian fit to the thermal core and a power-law fit to the higher-energy tail.
(b)–(d) Ion intensities inside of turbulent region 1. The time periods and fit parameters are on the plot.
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Conclusion	

•  MMS	energetic	particle	measurements	in	magnetotail	
reconnection	events	are	unique	

•  The	data	is	a	valuable	resource	for	understanding	particle	
acceleration	during	reconnection	
–  Broad	implications	for	the	heliosphere	and	other	astrophysical	

systems	
–  Opportunities	for	benchmarking	models	of	reconnection-driven	

particle	acceleration	


